2001 hyundai elantra fuel filter location

I've replaced the fuel pump but it didnt do anything to the problem im having. The car is
sputtering and almost dies out, the car drops to about rpm and then rises back up. So now im
thinking its the fuel filter but im having a hard time finding it. Do they even have one? Or could it
be the fuel regulator? Its gotta be something to do with fuel. Any help would be appreciated,
thanks! I'm kinda handy but no mechanic. I believe the filter was in the pump you just replaced
or in that area. But why do you think it's the fuel system? Did the CEL come on? The fuel pump
is one of those parts that you don't replace unless it's really acting up. So why do you the
service manager only tell half the story. This is the problem with listen to half a true story. You
are to believe their half truth and disregard the other half of the true fact. I took the time to call a
shop to verify that the hyundai elantra has two transmissions one with the external filter and
one with only the internal filter. Your fuel filter is located in the tank. If you remove the rear seat
bottom. It will be white. Be sure to do this in a well ventilated area. Try taking it off and see if
that make a diff. If it does, just replace it or put on a piece of plain straight pipe. Trending News.
For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex
assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a
homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over
vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Obama,
Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Adrian N. Answer Save. How do you think about the
answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking
now. One of the worst problems that can happen to your Hyundai Elantra is a bad fuel filter.
When the filter goes bad, it can limit the amount of fuel that enters the engine. Without fuel, the
vehicle will not run at all. With that in mind, most of the symptoms of a bad fuel filter revolve
around the vehicle stalling out. It looked like a little pill, and it would be quick and easy to
replace. This was in the era of carbureted vehicles. Fuel injection requires higher fuel pressure.
Higher fuel pressure meant that a more robust fuel filter would be required. This meant the fuel
filter was no longer left under the hood. It was put in the steel fuel line, between the gas tank
and engine bay. These fuel filters were more reliable, but they also were tougher to change.
Repairing them means getting under the vehicle and disconnecting steel fittings. The good
news is, no matter how old your Elantra is, the symptoms of a bad fuel filter are universal. And,
fuel filters are cheap. Before taking anything apart, check to see if your engines computer has
any trouble codes saved in it. The engine may throw a P trouble code. Any trouble codes that
exist could be a clue. Sometimes when there is low fuel pressure, you may also get an oxygen
sensor related trouble code as well. The real issue with diagnosing a bad fuel filter is that it
resembles many other vehicular issues in terms of symptoms. Typically, if you are heading up a
hill or accelerating the engine may start to feel like it is just running out of steam. Now, a bad
fuel filter can also feel a heck of a lot like a bad catalytic converter. Both conditions will make
the motor feel like it is running out of wind when you hit the gas. A bad catalytic converter will
not feel as jarring. If you are unsure, check out this article on troubleshooting catalytic
converters. If you get P or P trouble codes with a scanner, it very well may be the catalytic
converter causing these symptoms. One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to
be that the your Elantra is difficult to start. If your car is difficult to start, a clogged fuel filter
would probably not be the place to start looking, especially if you are getting no trouble code
for fuel pressure or the oxygen sensors. It could certainly cause the problem though. A fuel
pump that is going out is going to feel the same as a bad fuel filter. This makes telling if you
have a bad fuel pump vs bad fuel filter very challenging. How do you tell them apart? A clogged
fuel filter will have high pressure on its input side and low pressure on its output side. They are
both going to cause the same hesitation at high speed and difficulty starting. The only way to
truly tell is to place a fuel pressure gauge on both sides of the line and get a reading from both.
A priming fuel pump sounds like a high-pitched whine for a few seconds and can be heard with
a sharp engine right after the ignition key is turned, but before the starter is engaged. The
symptoms of a bad fuel pump match a lot of other common problems that can occur in the
Hyundai Elantra. Testing the filter and pressure on each side of it are going to be the quickest
ways to rule it out. If there is anything you would like to add, please leave a comment below.
Good luck! Hard to Start Engine One of the best indicators of a clogged fuel filter is going to be
that the your Elantra is difficult to start. Last few months it seems like it has lost some power,
sluggish and sometimes does not downshift smoothly while driving on an upgrade or
accelerating. Since then, the RPM's race all over, car hesitates, hiccups, wants to cut while
stopped at a light. When I start up first thing in the morning cold engine the RPM's can race to
On idle the engine runs rough. Took it back - shop said it might be a bad part. They said they
changed it and the car ran ok for 3 days. Now the same problems are back. They are giving me
the run around and say they need to do "more tests. A friend said it might be the fuel filter or
pump. He looked at the seat and there is no indication that it was removed - I understand that's

the way to get to the fuel filter. I called the shop and asked how they changed the filter. The
answer I got was "we didn't remove the seat or the gas tank. The fuel filter is outside the gas
tank. Also, I am leery about taking my car to these guys again. Can you tell me what could be
the problem if changing the TPS didn't help much? So they are being honest about that;
however, the price they charged seems really high. As far as the idle problem, since when they
replaced it the second time it ran good, something tells me they are getting bad parts. Many
shops will get the cheapest parts they can. If they still feel it has to do with the TPS and they
guarantee you that is the problem have them reimburse you for he original TPS and spend the
extra money on one from the dealer. Honestly, I don't think they ever fixed the original problem.
A loss of power and running rough usually indicates a plugged catalytic converter. Have them
check that too. Let me know what you find or if you have other questions. The shop says they
will charge for a computer diagnostic check. I might have to stay away from them and go to
another shop. Re - catalytic converter - is that a big cost? It seems like when I start up the car
the smell from the exhaust is really weird. Not exactly rotten eggs smell. But bad. Someone
mentioned checking the following: manifold gasket? Pulse Generator Wires idle speed Oxygen
sensor Any thoughts? Thanks Was this answer helpful? Most will do it for free. Now for the
converter, a direct fit part can be around dollars based on where you live. Here is something
you can look for. After driving at night, do not shut it off and get out and look at the converter.
Many times when they plug, they will get so hot that they will glow red hot easy to see at night.
As far as the other items mentioned, the intake manifold gasket would have caused an idle
problem, the O2 sensor rough idle, increased fuel consumption, and I'm not sure about what
they ment by idle speed, or pulse generator wires. THey may have been refering to the injectors,
but that would have caused the engine to shut down, miss. Regardless, let me know what you
find or if you have other questions. Joe Was this answer helpful? I'm in So Cal and
unfortunately, Autozone and other parts stores are no longer allowed to do diagnostic checks
in-state. Laws here are getting stranger! This morning when I started the engine and drove
about a mile the CEL light came on. So it is now parked at work. I am thinking of taking it to
another shop to get it checked. It is a great car, fully loaded and I would like to drive it for a few
more years. Will give update when hopefully the problem s get solved without breaking the
bank. Was this answer helpful? They can't check because of new laws? I guess thats big
brother keeping an eye on us and trying to protect us. If I recall, "we the people" built this
country. What is next. I know I have had about all I can take. This poor country. One can bearly
recognized it anymore. What happened to the freedom to pursue happiness. The more you
make the more they take. The harder you work, the more you are punnished. Why try? What the
nationally recognized parts stores offered was a great for people who needed help and couldn't
afford an extra hundred bucks to get a computer scanned. The parts stores, of course, hoped
you got the parts from them, but that is gone for them. Just keep feeding the people who
overcharge for everything. Sorry about my whining. I'll shut up now. But what is right, is right,
and they have the same freedom to boost their sales as anyone. There I go again. Sorry about
the political views. Let me know what you find and I'll do my best to help you. Also, let me know
if the car still runs now that the light is staying on. Joe PS: You can purchase your own scanner
for less than they most likely charge to do one scan. They offered them on this site before. Let
me know if you are interested. Says the catalytic converter looks ok. Said the prob was most
likely the TPS. Advised me to go back and demand it to be fixed. I took it back didn't demand or
create a scene but strongly urged them to just get it back to the condition it was in when I
brought it to them. So they order an original Hyundai TPS, install it, do a few tests and it is
running ok now. Guess it was a cheap part after all. I mean the original issue exists sluggish
around rpm but at least no unexpected racing engine or ragged engine So, I guess I got a new
fuel filter whether I needed it or not and came out from this experience ok. As for all the
regulations and "laws" I agree - big time Big Brother. With all the handouts, no wonder they
need to tax us more. Thanks for your help on this. I glad you got it back to this point. You
woldn't believe the junk parts that are being inported into our country. Everything is made so
cheaply most likely by slave labor and children. But we just keep sending our jobs anywhere the
job can get done cheaper. Something needs done, but what? If a person stands up and says
something, he is considered a mad man and put in jail. Keep in touch with me after the dealer
checks it. I'm curious if I was correct. Take care of yourself. Every time I start it when its cold,
when I put in drive it hestitates. I want to try to replace the fuel filter before I take it in to try
major money repairs. I have a husband, but hes useless too. It is mounted to the undercarrage
of the vehicle. As far as replacing it, the steel fuel lines are bolted into the fuel filter. You will
need two wrenches, one to hold the fuel filter still while you turn the nut on the steel fuel line. I
believe both sides of the filter come apart like that. After removing the lines, there is a mounting
bracket that unbolts and you remove the old filter and reverse the process. Once the pressure is

released, you will be fine. Please read the entire How To prior to removing. Also, the picture you
will see of the fuel filter is very similar to what you will find under your car. If you have trouble,
let me know. Mark mhpautos Was this answer helpful? I've put new plugs in, tranny and oil
good, air filter good, however, after 5 miles mph slight grade it almost stalled no reaction from
gas pedal. After another 5 miles on another grade, it stalled out. I waited a couple minutes and
restarted. I restarted again and made it another 3 miles to work. A fuel pressure test could
confirm this. And engine sensors also have great influence on fuel delivery even if pressure is
right constantly. In the fuel pump module Was this answer helpful? I thought I looked in the
usual places, maybe im over looking it? I have taken adequate care of my Elantra, regular oil
changes, transmission oil changes. Do you. Hi: First, yes the fuel filter is under the car and
nothing needs removed to access it. Was this answer. Thanks for the feedback on the catalytic
converter. Thanks Was this answer. Rather than going back to them for a computer diagnostic
test, take it to a nationally recognized parts store. Joe Was this answer. Thanks for the
guidelines. Hi - was traveling on work and didn't get a chance to update until now. The fuel filter
is located near the fuel tank in the rear under of the car. Where is the fuel filter Was this answer.
Hi there, The filter is under the car next to the fuel tank. Mark mhpautos Was this answer. The
past few weeks the car hiccupped occassionaly when driving at highway speed mph but kept
going good. When you say hiccup do you mean cuts out completely for a second? The hiccup
was just a fraction of a second little jolt, a very slight hestation, but kept on rolling. Does sorta
sound like a fuel problem though. Engine not actting up currently but car has k on it Was this
answer. It is mounted on the top of the fuel tank. In the fuel pump module Was this answer.
Engine Performance problem Hyundai Elantra 4 cyl Front Wheel Drive Manual i would like to
know roughly where the fuel filter is located. Under vehicle, center, below cargo area, mounted
on top of fuel tank, in fuel pump module Was this answer. The fuel filter is located under the
rear seat in a compartment above the fuel tank. Also, a filter sock at the base of the fuel pump
located in the fuel tank. There you go. Please login or register to post a reply. Tried Three Asked
by laura. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Asked by Wiki User. The Hyundai
Elantra runs on regular unleaded. In the top of the gas tank. Located in the gas tank on the fuel
pump. To replace requires removing the back seat and pulling out the pump. The fuel filter, is
located inside of the gas tank. You will need to drain the fuel from the gas tank in order to
change the fuel filter. The Hyundai Elantra GT fuel filter is located inside the gas tank. This type
of fuel filter does not need to be changed on a regular maintenance basis. It should definitely be
changed if you're replacing the fuel pump the filter is integrated with the fuel pump as an
"assembly". Look under the vehicle follow fuel line from tank. The fuel filter is located against
the firewall on the right side next to the power steering fluid. The fuel pump is located in the gas
tank to get to it you got to remove the rear seat. It is located under the hood below or beside the
brake booster. Ask Question. Hyundai Elantra. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered
Related Questions. What kind of fuel does the Hyundai Elantra use? Where is the fuel filter for a
Hyundai Elantra? Where is the fuel filter located on an Hyundai Elantra? Where is the fuel filter
on a Hyundai Elantra? Were is the fuel filter located on a Hyundai Elantra GT hatchback? Where
is the fuel filter on a Hyundai elantra located? How do you change fuel filter on Hyundai
Elantra? Where is the fuel filter located on a Hyundai Elantra? Where is the fuel pump on a
Hyundai Elantra? How do you change the fuel filter in a Hyundai Santa Fe? Hyundai Elantra Fuel
Filters. Trending Questions Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the
United States Postal Service? Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is
always waiting in order? Asked By Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet
in 7 years? How many 3s in ? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did
organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an
onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked
By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger.
Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed Where is the fuel filter on a Hyundai Elantra? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
with prior written permission of Multiply. A dirty fuel filter can cause extensive damage to your
fuel system and, eventually, to you engine. A clean fuel filter, on the other hand, keeps your car
running smoothly, with the best possible gas mileage, free of dirt and debris that is known to do

cause long-term damage. A Hyundai Elantra's fuel filter should be changed approximately every
30, miles to prevent clogging. If the labor costs of hiring a mechanic seem overwhelming, rest
assured that changing your own fuel filter is a task that requires only a few simple tools. Your
fuel system is located under these seats, so you will want to completely remove them from your
car so that they are not in the way. Remove the panel clip on the floor of the car using a flathead
screwdriver. It should easily release so that the floor board can be lifted to access the fuel
system. Unlatch the fuel system's harness. Doing this allows you to open the fuel tank access
lid. Release the pressure in your fuel system by starting your car and allowing it to run until the
engine stops on its own. This step is vitally important for safety reasons; you don't want fuel
spewing out at you during the removal process. Disconnect your negative battery cable under
the hood of your car. This will prevent any sparks or start-ups that could result in injury. Press
the tabs on both sides of the fuel line, simultaneously. Some fuel will escape, so be sure to keep
your shop rags handy. Squeeze the hose clamp on the fuel line by grabbing it firmly with the
needle-nose pliers. You will then be able to gently unplug the hose from the filter. Remove the
screws connected to the fuel line. There will be eight screws. If they are difficult to remove, the
ratchet and socket assembly may work better than a standard screwdriver. Remove the
assembly ring and gasket from the unit. By placing the ring and gasket with the eight screws,
re-assembly will move much quicker after the new filter is in place. Pull the entire fuel unit out of
the fuel tank in an upward motion. This will probably also require a slight tilt in order to bring it
around the opening of the fuel area. Again, have your shop rags handy for any fuel spillage.
Push the three clips holding the top part of the fuel unit together. This will allow for removal of
the assembly lid as well as disconnection of the harness. Remove the bracket with a
screwdriver or pliers. When the bracket is off, the assembly can be pulled apart. The hose can
remain attached, as it will mount onto your new filter. Pull the two clips while removing the fuel
filter. You will need the plastic washers, rings, and cap on the new fuel filter. Hyundai's new
filters are not equipped with these items, but the car will not start if the unit is not re-assembled
properly. Place the white washer inside the new filter first, then the black ring, followed by
another white washer, and then the last black ring. Cap the original lid back on to close the unit.
Place the unit back into the brackets in the fuel assembly location. The unit should fit directly
into place the way it was before the new fuel filter was installed. Re-attach all screws, lids,
compartments and seats in the opposite manner that they were removed. Be sure that
everything is properly secured in place before putting the seats back onto the floor. Turn your
ignition key as an attempt to start your car in five second intervals. This will allow the fuel to
re-pump through the fuel system. After several tries, your car should start and your fuel filter
replacement is successful. Today, Cunningham is a legal assistant and freelance writer looking
forward to the completion of her first book. Step 2 Remove the panel clip on the floor of the car
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ng a flathead screwdriver. Step 3 Unlatch the fuel system's harness. Step 4 Release the
pressure in your fuel system by starting your car and allowing it to run until the engine stops on
its own. Step 5 Disconnect your negative battery cable under the hood of your car. Step 6 Press
the tabs on both sides of the fuel line, simultaneously. Step 7 Squeeze the hose clamp on the
fuel line by grabbing it firmly with the needle-nose pliers. Step 8 Remove the screws connected
to the fuel line. Step 9 Remove the assembly ring and gasket from the unit. Step 10 Pull the
entire fuel unit out of the fuel tank in an upward motion. Step 11 Push the three clips holding the
top part of the fuel unit together. Step 12 Remove the bracket with a screwdriver or pliers. Step
13 Pull the two clips while removing the fuel filter. Step 14 Place the unit back into the brackets
in the fuel assembly location. Step 15 Re-attach all screws, lids, compartments and seats in the
opposite manner that they were removed.

